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QORA O'RA ATROFIDA ENERGIYA OLISH MEXANIZMLARI
Xudoyberdieva Malika Karomat qizi,
O'zbekiston Milliy universiteti,
(1- kurs tayanch doktoranti)
E-mail:xudoyberdiyeva94@inbox.ru
Jo'rayeva Nozima Bobomurod qizi
Ulug'bek nomidagi Astronomiya instituti
(1-kurs tayanch doktoranti)
E-mail:xudoyberdiyeva94@inbox.ru
Annotatsiya: Maqolaning asosiy maqsadi tashqi magnit maydonda joylashgan aksial-simmetrik
qora o’ralar atrofidagi elektromagnit maydonlarni hamda zaryadli va sinov zarralar harakatida zarralar
effiktiv potensiallarining qanday o’zgarishini o’rganish vashu bilan bir qatorda aksial-simmetrik qora
o’ralardan enegiya ajralishining Penrose mexanizmi yordamida Kerr-Taub-NUT metrikasi misolida ko’rib
chiqishdan iborat. Chunki, hozirgi kunda koinotda kuzatilayotgan kuchli nurlanishlar (masalan kvazarlar)
tabiatini nazariy yoritib berish fizikaning dolzarb muammolaridan biri hisoblanadi. So’ngi vaqtlarda, bir
qancha olimlar tomonidan Kerr va Kerr-Newman metrikalarida qora o’ralar atrofidagi zarralar harakati va
energiya ajralishi jarayonlari taklif qilingan Penrose maxanizmi yordamida o’rganilgan. Bu jarayonlarni
Kerr-Taub-NUT metrikasida qarab chiqamiz va taxlil qilamiz.
Kalit so'zlar: qora tuynuklar, Kerra-Tauba-NUT, Blandford-Znayek mexanizmi, tortishish
maydoni, magnit maydonlar.
МЕХАНИЗМЫ ОТВОДА ЭНЕРГИИ ИЗ ШЕРНЫХ ДЫР
Худойбердиева‖Малика‖Кароматовна,
Начиональный‖университет‖Узбекистана,
(1‖курс‖базовой‖докторантуры)
E-mail:xudoyberdiyeva94@inbox.ru
Джураева‖Нозима‖Бобомуродовна
Астрономишеский‖институт‖имена‖Улугбека
(1- курс‖базовой‖докторантуры)
E-mail:xudoyberdiyeva94@inbox.ru
Аннотачия: Челью статьи является исследование электромагнитного поля и
эффективного потенчиала заряженных и тестовых шастич в окрестностях аксиальносимметришных шерных дыр, погруженных во внешнее магнитное поле, и выделение энергии в
окрестностях аксиально-симметришных шерных дыр в спечификачии Керр-Тауба-Нута с
использованием прочесса Пенроуз. До сих пор было ошень важно выявить свойства струй,
исходящих от компактных объектов (излушение квазаров). В последнее время с помощью прочесса
Пенроуз несколькими авторами было проведено исследование заряженного движения шастич и
прочесса извлешения энергии вокруг шерных дыр Керра и Керр-Ньюмана. В нашей диссертачии мы
применяем метод Penrose к пространственному времени Керр-Тауба-Ньюмана и анализируем
результаты.
Клюшевые слова: шерные дыры, Керра-Тауба-НУТ, механизм Бландфорда-Знайека,
гравитачионное поле, магнитные поля.
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MECHANISMS OF ENERGY EXTRACTING AROUND THE BLACK HOLES
Xudoyberdieva Malika Karomat qizi,
National University of Uzbekistan,
(1-Course base doctoral student)
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Juraeva Nozima Bobomurod qizi
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(1-Course base doctoral student)
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Annotation: The purpose of article is to investigate an electromagnetic field and effective potential
of charged and test particles in the vicinity of axial-symmetric black holes immersed in an external
magnetic field and energy extraction around of axial-symmetric black holes in the Kerr-Taub-NUT
spectime by using Penrose process. So far, it has been very essential to reveal the roperties of jets coming
from compact objects (radiation of quasars). Recently, a charged particle motion and a process of energy
extraction around Kerr and Kerr-Newman black holes has been imnvestigated by several authors with the
help of penrose process. In our dissertation, we apply Penrose prosess to the Kerr-Taub-NUT spacetime
and analyse results.
Key words: black holes, Kerra-Tauba-NUT, Blandford-Znayek mechanism, gravitational field,
magnetic fields.
The electromagnetic mechanism of the extraction of the rotational energy of black holes by
Blandford & Znajek is considered as one of the most promising models for powering the
relativistic jets active galactic nuclei (AGN), gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and galactic black hole
binaries [1]. When this mechanism is described in terms of classical physics the horizon of
compact objects is often compared with a rotating magnetized conductor [2], [3]. This viewpoint
was‖ canonized‖ in‖ the‖ ’Membrane‖ paradigm’‖ by‖ Thorne,‖ Price‖ &‖ Macdonald‖ [4]. Such a
description puts black holes on the same footing as, say, the Sun as the Blandford-Znajek
mechanism appears not much different from the mechanism of magnetic braking presented by
Weber & Dvis [5]. In this respect the so-called‖ ’Meissner‖ effect‖ of‖ black‖ hole‖ electrodynamics’,‖
that is, the expulsion of magnetic flux from the horizon of rapidly rotating compact objects,
seems to undermine the role of the Blandford-Znajek‖ mechanism‖ in‖ astrophysics‖ as‖ ’the‖
conductor’‖becomes‖unmagnetized.
To study electromagnetic process in the neighborhood of Kerr-Taub-NUT compact
gravitational object condition is challenging since effects of general relativity in the metric KerrTaub-NUT advice possibility of experimental detection so-called gravitomagnetic monopole
momentum. Our main aim is in exact investigation of electromagnetic field in the neighborhood
of Kerr-Taub-NUT compact object, as well as probe particle motion in the electromagnetic and
gravitational field last. Additionally test problems on energy extraction of electromagnetic field
in the neighborhood of gravitating objects with gravitomagnetic monopole momentum, i.e. to
Blandford-Znajek effect is studied.
Throughout, we use space-like signature ( -, +, +, +) and a system of units in which
(However, for those expressions with an astrophysical application we have written the
speed of light explicitly).
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I. TheMeissner effect of Kerr-Taub-NUT spacetime
In‖our‖search‖for‖insights‖to‖the‖role‖of‖conductivity‖in‖the‖’Meissner‖effect’‖of‖black‖hole‖
electrodynamics, we first consider the famous Wald problem [ ]The steady-state vacuum
electrodynamics solution to this problem describes not only the magnetic field but the electric
field as well [ ]
The magnetic part is
√
√
(1)
√
where
and are Kerr-Schild coordinates,
is the metric tensor of space-time and is the
determinant of the metric tensor of space,
is external magnetic field.
The electric part is
(2)(The components of and are given in the non-normalized coordinate bases of Kerr-Schild
coordinates.) The emergence of the electric component in this solution is a particular example of
the of the electromagnetic activity of curved space-times. This effect is of great astrophysical
importance as it leads to the Blandford-Znajek process [ ]
We consider Meissner effect of compact astrophysical objects in Kerr-Taub-NUT
spacetime which in a spherical coordinate system
is described by the metric
[
[

]

]

(3)where parameters ,

and

are defined by

is the gravitomagnetic monopole momentum,
metric source with total mass .
The magnetic part is
√
and the electric part is

is the specific angular momentum of

(4)

√

(5)
From the metric Kerr-Taub-NUT (3) we obtain
(

[

]

[

)

[

[

]

]]
(6)
(

[

)

[

]

[

[

]]](7)
and
[

]

[
where,
[ ]

(8)
]

[

(9)

] is the determinant of the metric tensor of space
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4 TheBlandford-Znajek mechanism of Kerr-Taub-NUT spacetime
We use the Boyer-Linquist coordinates
to describe the general axial symmetric
space-time written by
∑
∑
where
is the scale factor of the coordinate ,
is the angular velocity describing a framedragging effect, is the lapse function, and
is the shift vector
For the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric , we have
√

√

√

√
(11)

√

This metric has translational symmetry with respect to
conservation law
√

(√

and

, so that we obtain the

)

where
is the determinant of the metric tensor,
is the energymomentum tensor, and
is the Killing vector [ ].When we adopt one component
approximation of the plasma, we have
where is the proper pressure,
is the enthalpy density,
is the four-velocity. The
thermal energy density is given by
for adiabatic plasma, where is the
adiabatic index. When we consider the Killing vector
and
, we get the
energy and momentum conservation laws,
∑

(

)

∑
where
is called "energy-at-infinity" density, which corresponds to the total
energy density of the plasma and field,
is the energy flux density,
is the angular momentum density, and
is the angular momentum flux density [ ]
When we introduce the local frame called the "zero angular momentum observer"
(ZAMO) frame, we have
,
. Because this is the local Minkowski
∑
space-time:
, the variables observed in the frame are
∑
intuitive. For example, the velocity , the Lorentz factor
[
]
, and the
four-velocity
have the relation,
. Here after we denote the
variables observed in the ZAMO frame with the hat, . From equation (13), we obtain
∑
Here
is the energy and
is the i-th
component of the momentum density, where
and
are the magnetic flux density and the electric field, respectively (
is the Levi-Chivita
tensor). We normalize the field strength tensor
so that
and
give the
magnetic and electric energy densities, respectively [ ]
Equation (15) and (16) can be separated into the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic
components:
and
, where
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∑
∑

Here,
and
are the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic
energy density observed by the ZAMO frame, respectively.
In the Blandford-Znajek mechanism, the energy propagates outwardly from the black
hole horizon when the angular velocity of the black hole horizon
is larger than that of the
magnetic field lines
:
. Although this statement looks inconsistent to the definition of
the horizon, where any energy, matter, and information never transform outwardly (Punsly et al.
1990), it can be understood as the transportation of the negative electromagnetic energy-atinfinity of magnetic fields into the black hole[ ]. Here we show the electromagnetic energy-atinfinity becomes negative when
From equations (18)and (20) and the definition of
and , the electromagnetic energy-at-infinity
is written as
When we assume steady-state of the electromagnetic field in the force-free condition, the electric
field observed by the ZAMO frame is given by
where
is the unit vector parallel to the azimuthal coordinate,
is the poloidal
magnetic field, and
is a constant along the magnetic flux tube. If we use the velocity of the
magnetic flux tubes observed in the ZAMO frame,
, equation (22) can be
written as a intuitive equation,
. Inserting equations (22) into (21), we have the
electromagnetic energy-at-infinity,
[

]

We consider the electromagnetic energy-at-infinity very near the horizon. We adopt the
boundary condition of the electromagnetic field at the horizon,
where is the radius of the horizon. The condition (34) is intuitive when we assume the Alfven
velocity is the light sped in the force-free magnetic field. It is also identical to the condition used
by Blandford & Znajek (1977), while the original expression is rather complex. After some
manipulations with equations (23) and (24), we obtain at the horizon
From (25) equation evidently, which at
energy-at-infinity get negative value and
energy extraction from black hole. Although this assertion discover contradictory with definition
horizon,‖ where‖ any‖ energy,‖ material‖ matter‖ and‖ information‖ never‖ can’t‖ vacate‖ this‖ surface,‖
crapped out as movement negative electromagnetic energy magnetic field at infinity in compact
object.
We showed that this Meissner-like effect is seen in the vacuum solutions of black hole
electrodynamics, whereas the Blandford-Znajek mechanisms is concerned with plasma-field
magnetospheres. Therefore, we argued that conductivity dramatically changes the properties of
axisymmetric electromagnetic solutions-even for a maximally rotating Kerr-Taub-NUT object, the
magnetic field is pulled inside the event horizon. Moreover, the conditions resulting in an
outgoing Poynting flux in the Blandford-Znajek mechanism exist not on the event horizon but
24
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everywhere‖ within‖ the‖ black‖ hole‖ ergosphere.‖ Thus,‖ the‖ ’Meissner‖ effect’‖ is‖ unlikely‖ to‖ be‖ of‖
interest in the astrophysics of black holes, at least not in the way this has been suggested so far.
The authors acknowledge the support of the Faculty of Physics and Chemistry, TIIAME in
Tashkent, Uzbekistan. This research is supported in part by Projects No. VA-FA-F-2-008 and No.
MRB-AN-2019-29 of the Uzbekistan Ministry for Innovative Development.
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